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Abstract In this article, we report on the user-centered development of a mobile medical
app under limited resources. We discuss (non-functional) quality attributes that we used to
choose the platform for development of the medical app. As the major contribution, we
show how to integrate user-centered design in an early stage of mobile app development
under the presence of limited resources. Moreover, we present empirical results gained
from our two-stage testing procedure including recommendations to provide both a useful
and useable business app.
Keywords User-centered design ! Software engineering process ! Usability !
Mobile software quality ! Mobile usability

1 Motivation
Many studies have reported the benefits of a strong commitment to usability in the software
development life cycle, from the early classic work of Norman and Darper (1986),
Mayhew (1991), Karat (1997), Vredenburg et al. (2001), Holzinger (2003) to most recent
research (Flood et al. 2012; Harrison et al. 2013; Iacob et al. 2014) to mention only a few.
Usability is increasingly recognized as an important quality factor for interactive software
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systems including software running on mobile devices (Holzinger et al. 2008; Seffah et al.
2006). Very recent research (Harrison et al. 2013) in particular addresses the limitations of
existing usability models when applied to mobile devices. Among the observable benefits
of usable user interfaces, one can mention human productivity and performance, safety,
and commercial viability. Usability is important, not only to increase the speed and
accuracy of the range of tasks carried out by the users of a system, but also to ensure the
safety of the user (e.g., repetitive strain injury in medicine). Usability is also imperative
where software is used to control critical processes as for example in medicine and
healthcare (Holzinger et al. 2012a; Thimbleby 2007). Attitudes can be influenced by
abstract factors such as the look and feel of a product, and how the software can be
customized by the user (e.g., colors, fonts, and commands).
However, usability is only a part of the whole. There are a lot of other aspects to
consider when speaking about quality of mobile apps. This includes quality-related aspects
in terms of non-functional attributes. Further, the usefulness of an app needs to be taken
into account from the very beginning.
This article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the quality of mobile medical
apps. Section 3 analyses and compares mobile platforms with a particular focus on the
mobile Health (mHealth) market. Our decision to focus primarily on the Android platform
(and in a second step on the iOS platform) is motivated in terms of assessing seven criteria:
platform openness, means of accessing hardware, integration of third-party apps, reliability
and offline functionality, multithreading, mobile device management, as well as security
and privacy.
Business apps in general have high requirements with respect to reliability and security.
In our case, in particular, the interaction between mobile clients and back-end server needs
to fulfill the highest standards with respect to reliability and security. Therefore, in Sect. 4,
we briefly discuss the interaction with the back-end server and the specific requirements of
our app with respect to security and privacy.
Afterward we turn to the major contribution of this article showing how to integrate
user-centered design into mobile medical app development. Section 5 outlines the procedure of integrating user-centered design into the mobile software development life cycle
from the very beginning. In Sect. 6, we report on the qualitative and quantitative results
obtained from our two-staged usability test. Section 7 summarizes our recommendations
and Sect. 8 reviews related work afterward Sect. 9 concludes this article.

2 Mobile medical apps in healthcare
Mobile computing in general has followed in the footsteps of the Web, and quality
assurance of mobile apps has followed quality assurance of Web applications. For
example, requirements review, software test planning, test strategy, test case creation, test
case execution, test results reporting, software defect management, and recording of
software quality metrics follow a nearly identical process flow. Although these two areas
share many drivers, there are some aspects of mobile quality that are distinctly more
challenging and require particular attention (Flood et al. 2013; Garcia et al. 2011). Platform
fragmentation, the physical characteristics of the mobile device, user experience, integration of third-party apps, performance, security, system integration, and the deployment
of mobile apps are pressing concerns that need to be addressed.
Whereas the aspects mentioned previously hold for mobile apps in general, business
apps for professional usage pose more specific challenges. Particularly due to the higher
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quality requirements, the development of mobile apps for professional usage in the
healthcare field represents a challenge for mobile software development and quality
assurance.
Some of the benefits that mobile computing offers are essential for the healthcare
industry as the major part of nurses’ and doctors’ work require them to interact with
patients. Their work style cannot be changed so that they work from a desk using a
stationary computer. IT systems in health care that are located at a fixed terminal are
inefficient because the required information is not available at the time of query and this
interrupts the workflow. Healthcare providers would like to enter information into the
patient record and process information at the point of care to save time and minimize input
errors.
The inherent properties of mobile devices are the root cause of their security issues. As
the term ‘‘mobile devices’’ indicates, they are portable. Due to the form factor, they have
limited resources. Unfortunately, the current practice when addressing resource limitations
is to ignore well-known security concepts. For instance, to empower WML (Wireless
Markup Language) scripts, implementations lack the established sandbox model; thus,
downloaded scripts can access all local resources without restriction (Greamo and Ghosh
2011).
Since mobile devices are portable, they are used at different places and within different
environments. Thus, mobile devices are used to connect to various networks and some of
these networks might not be trustworthy (e.g., not offering state of the practice encryption
or hiding the legal owner of the network). In addition, mobile devices are usually connected to wireless networks that are often easier to compromise than their wired counterparts. Moreover, the devices are usually personal devices (‘‘personal digital assistant’’,
PDA), and therefore, people store a lot of personal information on them even though the
operating systems usually offer little protection for the privacy of data. Together these
issues impose requirements with respect to secure and trustworthy interoperability
(Holzinger et al. 2012b).
Their portability clearly makes mobile devices subject to loss or theft. Once a mobile
device has been stolen or lost, the thief or other unauthorized individuals are likely to gain
direct access to the data stored on the device (Weippl et al. 2006).
2.1 A useful app for acquisition of a patient’s health status
Our goal was to develop a software system, including an application running on mobile
devices that supports the acquisition and documentation of the health state of a patient. For
this purpose, we employ the ICF and the ICD standards (WHO 2010b, c). Internationally
established classifications including ICF and ICD facilitate the storage, retrieval, analysis,
and interpretation of health-related data. For example, this allows one to compare data
within populations over time as well as the compilation of nationally or regionally consistent data.
ICF is a comprehensive classification of the health state of a person. ‘‘Comprehensive’’
in this sense means that the health state of a person is not exclusively assessed by relying
on physical functions or disorders but also by taking into account the possibility of an
active lifestyle and factors regarding the environment of the patient. The ICF consists of
several components (a hierarchical structure grouped into physical functions, activities,
environmental factors, and factors regarding the patient itself), where each component is
assigned a set of ICF codes. The assessment for each ICF code is done with the help of a
five-valued scale, where the value increases with increasing limitation of the patient.
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Details regarding the assessment are explained in the ICF application and training tools
(WHO 2010a).
The ICD is a classification system for medical diagnoses. Within the ICD, each medical
diagnosis is assigned to a three or four digit code. ICD also supports hierarchies in terms of
chapters, groups, and categories. In general, the relevance of ICF codes for a specific
patient primarily depends on the patient’s ICD diagnoses. Therefore, ICF-coresets have
been developed. ICF-coresets contain ICF codes that are of particular relevance for groups
of ICD diagnoses.
2.2 Project setting and challenges
In the course of a collaborative research project with an Austrian SME developing software
solutions for the medical domain, we identified the following pivotal issues regarding the
quality of mobile apps.
First, there is the question of the platform being supported (see Sect. 3). As the current
landscape for mobile operating systems is rather heterogeneous, we needed to trade off
advantages and drawbacks particularly for the healthcare sector.
Second, and in contrast to the mainstream consumer market, mobile business applications must fulfill business-critical requirements like a certain degree of quality of service
and requirements with respect to privacy. Moreover, the communication of the mobile
device and the data synchronization mechanism must be secure, robust, and reliable
independent from place, time, or usage context. Within a heterogeneous environment,
these issues are related to the Web service architecture (see Sect. 4).
Third, as the application being developed is highly interactive, the acceptance among
the staff members is of uttermost importance. Unclear user requirements pose a further
challenge in developing a user-centered and useful application. User-centricity and usefulness become major quality attributes as the exposure to occupational stress in healthcare
organisations typically is rather high (see Sects. 5–7).

3 Analysis and comparison of mobile platforms
In deciding upon the platform for of our app, besides of the technological aspects, we
particularly considered the main trends within today’s healthcare sector in order to reach a
high degree of acceptance among the users from the very beginning. In healthcare, the staff
itself and the vocational training of the staff are rather diverse. Various user groups have to
feel comfortable with the mobile device and the platform.
3.1 Market trends in mHealth
According to a survey (MH 2012) considering the US market, medical doctors prefer
Apple’s iPhone followed by RIM’s Blackberry and devices powered by Google’s Android
OS. As the main reason for high proliferation of the iPhone, medical doctors mention the
high degree of usability (Dolan 2011; Turisco and Garzone 2013). According to of Liu
et al. (2011), there are far more healthcare applications in Apple’s App Store than on the
markets for other platforms. Particularly in the recent past, the healthcare market appears to
be increasingly focused on iOS. However, this is quickly changing, most recently, Apple
has lost market shares and Android is catching up.
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In summer 2010, a study among healthcare institutions (R2G 2010) anticipated that
Android will overtake the current market leader iOS by 2015 in terms of market penetration in the healthcare sector. Currently, Android and iOS are the prevailing platforms for
mobile healthcare applications and Android has better prospects for the near future.
The relevance of Android becomes even bigger considering the fact that the mentioned
survey (MH 2012) exclusively focuses on the (1) US healthcare market and (2) that this
survey focuses exclusively on medical doctors. On a global scale, without limiting the view
on medical doctors only, the market share of iOS is already considerably smaller than that
of Android devices. In the second quarter of 2012, statistics from the International Data
Corporation (2012) highlighted that the market share of iOS (with a share of 16.9 per cent
worldwide) is considerably behind that of Android (amounting to a market share of
61.1 %).
Furthermore, well-off medical doctors use the premium products from Apple more
likely than therapists or nursing staff. For our application, medical doctors, therapists, and
nursing staff are potential users whereby therapists and general nursing staff will play a
major role. This makes the Android platform even more interesting.
Apart from the dominance of iOS and the Android platform, the Global mHealth
Developer Survey (R2G 2010) revealed that HTML5 will become the technology of choice
in the healthcare market in the near future. With this technology, an application needs to be
developed only once and supports all platforms that can run within an HTML5 capable
browser. Moreover, there is no need for installing an app and thus no need for updating the
app on the device.
3.2 Technological characteristics
Each of the platforms, respectively, technologies mentioned above—Android, iOS, and
HTML5—have certain advantages and drawbacks with respect to the technological
characteristics relevant for our application. We briefly discuss the characteristics that we
have identified prior to design and development (Ferk 2013).
3.2.1 Openness of the platform
For development and distribution of our app, the platform should not impose too stringent
restrictions (e.g., conformance to design rules). In this respect, Google’s Android turned
out to pursue a rather open approach: There is a proposal for design rules, however, these
rules are not binding and are not enforced. Distribution of the app is possible without using
Google’s market place (Google Playstore), e.g., e-Mail or a Webserver could be used for
deployment as well.
In distributing apps, Apple is rather restrictive as the distribution must be done via
Apple’s appstore. Prior to releasing an app for download, the fulfillment of certain
guidelines is enforced. Details on the checks being conducted are rather fuzzy and Apple
moreover can refuse acceptance of an app. For enterprises, there is an alternative distribution channel (iOS Enterprise Program) that allows an enterprise to deploy apps to the
devices of employees. Deployment can thus be performed via a simple Webserver or a
mobile device management solution.
HTML5 Webapps run within the browser of the mobile device. Thus, ideally, there are
no restrictions with respect to platform openness. However, HTML5 widely differs in what
is implemented on which platform, and thus, the ‘‘write-once, run anywhere’’ approach is
not fully covered considering the current state of practice.
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3.2.2 Integration of hardware/other apps
Mobile apps provide value to the users by smoothly integrating device-specific hardware,
e.g., the camera. Furthermore, the means of communication with other apps are an
important issue to support the various integration scenarios in the medical field (e.g., apps
for a barcode scanner for medications).
Both platforms, Android and iOS, support the integration of specific hardware components and third-party applications. Whereas Android offers an access scheme for
hardware, iOS allows one to access every hardware component with the exception of
notifications and location services. Integration of third-party applications is supported on
both platforms.
HTML5 allows one to access hardware components as long as the browser on the
mobile device supports the Media Capture API that supports, e.g., access to camera and
audio. However, at time of carrying out this study, Bluetooth interfaces have not been
supported in terms of an API. This has been a severe restriction for our application, as
external medical devices often use Bluetooth. Furthermore, the communication with other
applications on the device has not been possible, which further restricts the scope of
applicability. However, at time of writing, this article the W3C systems applications
working group provides APIs for interacting with the life cycle of apps and a low-level
Bluetooth API (Raggett 2014).
3.2.3 Offline functionality
In order to ensure that users can continue their work in the case of network outages or low
bandwidth, our app needs to provide critical functionalities offline as well. Therefore, data
need to be stored on the device. In this respect, iOS and Android can make use of the
lightweight database SQLite. In order to provide these functionalities, Web applications
need to have permanent Internet access. Furthermore, the HTML5 standard supports offline
Webapps. Therefore, HTML5 allows one to define resources that need to be available
offline (Pilgrim 2011) and enables local and persistent data storage within the Web
browser.
3.2.4 Multithreading
Our application needs to synchronize the local data with the back-end server. Therefore,
multithreading needs to be supported by the platform. Without this ability, the user
interface of our app might be blocked during synchronization of the data. Modern operating systems such as Android or iOS support multithreading, however, up to now, Web
applications did not provide a practical solution to this problem. In this respect, HTML5
introduces the concept of ‘‘Webworkers’’ which operate independently from the thread of
the user interface (Rousset 2013). Thus, HTML5 applications fulfill the requirements with
respect to multithreading.
3.2.5 Mobile device management
For integration of mobile devices and apps into the business processes, configuration and
monitoring via a mobile device management are indispensable. Neither Android nor iOS
offers native solutions for mobile device management. However, there are third-party
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applications over which, for example, the usage of a password or locking can be enforced.
HTML5 does not support the configuration of mobile devices at all.
3.2.6 Security aspects
Healthcare applications process and store sensible and personal data. Therefore, the
underlying platform has to support foundational security and privacy mechanisms to
protect the data.
On the iOS platform, secure storage of passwords and private keys is done via keychains. Secure storage of authentication data is thus supported. On the Android platform,
private keys can be stored in a secure way via the credential storage. Username and
password are solely stored within the internal memory of an application; thus, on nonrooted devices, these data are only visible to the application itself. Further, iOS enforces a
device encryption and Android versions after version 3.0 support the encryption of the file
system (Apple 2012; Google 2012a, b). The HTML5 standard does not provide encryption
of data being stored locally.
3.3 Platform decision
Table 1 outlines a simplified overview of the platforms and requirements with respect to
the technological characteristics discussed previously. The iOS and the Android platform
fulfill most of the requirements for our application. As both platforms are relevant for the
healthcare market, it might be necessary to support iOS and Android. However, this
decision finally has to be aligned with the overall business strategy of our cooperation
partner. For the given application, HTML5 is not a serious option due to limited means for
integration of third-party applications and the low level of security mechanisms being
provided. As mentioned in Sect. 2, means of integration of third-party apps and security
require particular attention when it comes to quality assurance of mobile apps. Moreover,
the authors of Bloice et al. (2011) recommend developing a native application, particularly
when hardware access or a notification mechanism is required. As the market trends
indicate the leading position of the Android platform and the mHealth study (R2G 2010)
anticipates a higher impact of the Android platform for the future, we decided to focus the
work presented herein on the Android platform. However, in a later stage of product
development, our collaboration partner intends to support the iOS platform as well.

Table 1 Summary on platforms and desired properties: fully supported (green/dark grey), partially supported (yellow/light grey), and not supported (red/black) (Color table online)
iOS

Android

HTML5

Platform openness
Hardware access
Integr. 3rd party apps
Offline functionality
Multithreading
Mobile device mgmt.
Security and privacy
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4 Service architecture
A key factor of any mobile business application is the interaction between the mobile app
and the back-end server. In contrast to apps for the consumer market, mobile business
applications impose stringent requirements with respect to security and privacy of the data
being exchanged and the quality of service in interacting with the back-end server (Ferk
2013).
4.1 Interaction with the back-end server
The core functionality of our app must be independent from the availability of wireless
networks. The development of such an occasionally connected application is more complex than that of an application that relies on an available network connection. For
example, if no network connection is available, data must be stored locally and synchronized with the server when a reliable connection becomes available. For example, mobile
healthcare workers in rural areas cannot rely on a reliable broadband connection. In such
cases, it is important to provide the core of the functionality although there is no reliable
network connection in place. Further, local storage of the acquired data reduces the data
traffic and the risk of loss of data and counteracts a blocking user interface. Furthermore,
mobile business applications are accompanied from various requirements with respect to
communication and data synchronization with the back-end server. For example, the
delivery of messages has to be guaranteed and performing transactions must be possible to
ensure the consistency of data. The fact that we store data locally to enable the usage of the
app even without having access to the Internet has a severe impact on the software
architecture. To provide a high degree of reliability for our business-critical application, we
decided to rely on a software architecture supporting the paradigm of ‘‘occasionally
connected computing,’’ ‘‘Occasionally connected computing’’ is a software architecture
based on the idea that an end user should be able to continue working with an Internet
application even when temporarily disconnected or when a wireless connection fails or is
otherwise unavailable (Bahrami et al. 2006).
4.2 Security and privacy
Mobile business apps often process sensitive data, and thus, high security requirements to
protect the data from unauthorized access are in place. In this respect, healthcare applications are liable to particular European guidelines and national laws thereon, e.g., Data
Protection Act (in Austria: Datenschutzgesetz DSG) and law on healthcare telematics (in
Austria: Gesundheitstelematikgesetz GTelG). Requirements with respect to security are
mostly non-functional—and alongside with other non-functional quality attributes—suffer
from fuzzy specification. Irrespective of this, security is a quality attribute that is gaining
more and more importance, particularly if sensitive and personal data are subject of
transmission. To protect sensitive data from unauthorized access, appropriate authorization
mechanisms have to be in place. This ranges from simple authorization via the Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to the usage of qualified digital signatures.
Furthermore, stored and transmitted data must be encrypted. For example, when
transmitting data, one can make use of encryption mechanisms like Transport Layer
Security (TLS) or similar techniques. To reliably ensure the integrity of the transmitted
data, an electronic signature can be used. Alternatively, Message Authentication Codes
(MACs) can be employed.
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5 Early use of user-centered design
Today, it is well known that usability engineering methods have a huge impact on the
perceived quality of a software. However, in practice, high costs and stringent time
planning prevent the use of these well-known methods (Boivie et al. 2003; Cooke and
Mings 2005; Larusdottir 2011). In order to address user-centered design in spite of limited
resources, we propose to integrate usability evaluation in a very early stage of software
design by using paper prototypes. Particularly within a fast-paced and innovation-driven
setting, under presence of rather fuzzy requirements, the early feedback of potential users
may considerably improve the quality of the obtained design and product. Due to this, we
prohibit development efforts that do not match market and user requirements. Faily and
Lyle (2013) point out that the increased interest in the personification of archetypical users
has extended to the software engineering communities in the recent past.
The core element of integrating usability engineering techniques into the software
development life cycle is the usage of interaction design in combination with paper prototypes to conduct early usability tests. Rubin and Chisnell (2008) emphasize that the usage
of usability engineering techniques is appropriate as soon as obvious usability flaws have
been removed. Due to this, prior to conducting usability tests, our company partner carried
out several walk-throughs. Further, the initial design followed the usability guidelines for
mobile applications according to Inostroza et al. (2012) as well as the design guidelines for
Android and iOS.
According to Rubin and Chisnell (2008), we conducted an exploratory and formative
part for usability testing. The exploratory part of our usability tests aims to clarify whether
or not the assumed user profiles match the reality and whether our app provides assistance
in the daily work. We emphasized this aspect by conducting interviews questioning the
state of practice in collecting health-related data. The formative part of our usability tests
aims to verify whether our design supports the user in an optimal way.
5.1 Research questions
As we relate usability tests with interviews about the common working practices, we
decided to classify the research questions according to this. The interviews being performed intend to strengthen the exploratory component in our evaluation. In the course of
the interviews, we reveal typical working procedures in collecting health-related data in
order to acknowledge the assumed user profiles and usage context. Our survey among the
potential users of the app intends to answer the following research questions:
• What are typical working procedures regarding documentation of the health state of a
patient in care and therapy?
• To what extent are these procedures standardized? For example, are there standardized
questionnaires in place and are these used on a regular basis?
• Is the term ICF well known, respectively, is the ICF used in practice?
• To what extent are medical doctors involved in the documentation of a patient’s health
state?
After having conducted interviews in a very early stage of development (stage 1), we
conducted the formative component of the evaluation (stage 2) to evaluate the quality of
the user interface design. This part of the evaluation strived to answer the following
questions:
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• Does the user benefit from using ICF with the planned user interface, that is, does the
ICF app provide assistance in the working procedures?
• Is all the relevant information processed?
• Is the overall usability and navigation within the app intuitive?
• Which kind of previous knowledge, respectively, which kind of training is required in
order to use the app for the daily work?
This very early evaluation of the usability in the software life cycle mainly serves the
purpose of providing feedback regarding the suitability of the user interface design. Taking
into account the lack of resources and the current practice in software engineering, this can
be done even with a small amount of test participants. It is well known that the number of
test participants has an economic as well as a qualitative impact. The more test participants
are being considered, the higher the costs are and the more relevant the results of the tests
are. Thus, the main challenge in the given context is to reveal as many usability problems
as possible with a small number of test participants.
5.2 On the optimal number of participants
Nielsen and Landauer (1993) show that a sample composed of a range of between three
and five subjects with appropriate skills is generally enough to assess interactions with a
Web interface and to identify 80 % of the problems. Borsci et al. (2013) most recently
investigated this controversial assumption and report that it may be a good decision to
adopt the five-user assumption but also illustrate where a more nuanced judgment around
the minimal number of test participants is required. The decision process outlined in Borsci
et al. (2013) considers three main constraints:
• The cost of error identification against the available budget
• The kind of product and the level of safety required for optimal interaction
• The external issues that may require evaluation with more than five users
When none of the above-mentioned constraints affect the evaluation, or when the cost
of error identification is considered to be an important issue (as in our case, where only a
low evaluation budget is available), the decision process outlined in Borsci et al. suggests
to test the product under consideration with only five users or (as in our case) with two or
three different groups composed of at least three users of each kind.
According to Bastien (2010), the optimal number of test participants is discussed
since the nineties. At that time, about four to five test participants were considered
adequate to reveal 80–85 per cent of all usability problems. In the meanwhile, more
recent studies recommend a considerably higher number of test participants (Bastien
2010).
The number of persons is further determined by the complexity of the tasks scheduled
for the usability test and is still an open research issue at the moment. Up to now, many
successful research works with practical relevance (Holzinger and Errath 2007; Horsky
et al. 2010) follow the recommendation from the nineties (1994; Short et al. 1991) to
conduct usability tests with four to five persons. According to Rubin (Rubin and Chisnell
2008), this number is sufficient to reveal the majority of usability problems.
Furthermore, Rubin and Chisnell (2008) note that the number of test participants can be
smaller, if the tests are carried out in an iterative manner. Usability tests that consider the
Thinking-Aloud method can be conducted in an adequate manner even with three persons
per user group (Holzinger 2005; Holzinger and Brown 2008; Holzinger and Slany 2006).
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No. of participants

Age (from/to)

5

18–25

2

26–35

1

36–45

Table 3 Areas and specific topics covered by our questionnaire
Questionnaire items

Covered topics

General issues and demographics

Name, education, and age of participant

Technical background—utilization of desktop
computer

Amount of daily computer usage, preferred
operating systems, purpose of desktop computer
usage in the private and professional field

Technical background—utilization of smartphone

Amount of daily smartphone usage, preferred
operating systems, purpose of smartphone usage in
the private and professional field

Expertise in the healthcare sector

Education and vocational training in the healthcare
field, relevant professional experience in the
(a) medicine (b) therapy and (c) care

Familiarity with the terms ‘‘International
Classification of Diseases’’ (ICD) and
‘‘International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health’’ (ICF)

Self-assessment given the categories, ‘‘wellknown’’, ‘‘roughly known’’, ‘‘not-known’’

As we used the Thinking-Aloud method, supported the test in terms of interviews and
performed these tests in an iterative way, we considered three persons per user group as
lower bound for obtaining meaningful results. This holds for the relevant user groups of
nursing staff and therapists. Medical doctors are considered as a fringe group, as they
turned out not to be the main users of our application. In summary, we decided to set up an
experiment with eight participants: three nurses, three physiotherapists, and two doctors.
Table 2 provides an overview on the demographics of our test participants.
5.3 Design of the experiment and test procedure
In order to gain insights into the typical working practices and the usage of ICF/ICD
classification, we prepared a questionnaire consisting of various sections. With this
questionnaire, we collected data regarding the demographics of our test participants, their
technical background, the degree of smartphone usage, the education and expertise in the
healthcare field, and the knowledge of ICD and ICF. Table 3 summarizes the relevant areas
covered and the most relevant data that we surveyed using this questionnaire.
After conducting the interviews regarding the common practice of collecting healthrelevant data, we explained the basic idea of our application and the concept of ICF.
Table 4 gives some examples for interview questions regarding the state of practice in
using the ICF. This was followed by a demonstration of paper prototype tests and an
introduction to the Thinking-Aloud method.
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Table 4 Examples of interview questions for capturing the state of practice in ICF usage
No.

Interview questions (state of the practice in using ICF)

1

Describe how you have already come into contact with ICF?

2

Do you find the use of the ICF codes to document the health status of patients to be practical and
suitable for everyday use? If not, why not? Do you have suggestions for improvements? Do you see
deficiencies?

3

Do you think there is need for retrieving all the information about the health status of a patient on the
smart phone?

4

How is the health status of a patient currently captured and documented? How is the exact workflow
when documenting a patient’s health state? Do you see advantages or disadvantages?

5

Describe if you have come in contact with mobile applications in your professional work and how this
happened?

Table 5 Examples of interview questions for the qualitative survey
No.

Interview question

1

What is your overall impression of the prototype?

2

In general, do you feel that the user interface is intuitive? Where did you experience problems and
why did you encounter these problems?

3

Is there too much or too less information on the screen?

4

Is the navigation well-structured?

5

Is the screen-layout clearly arranged?

6

Is the font readable without effort?

7

Do you feel the selection of colors is adequate?

8

Were the icon graphics self-explanatory and supportive? Which symbols have been misleading?

For the usability tests, we selected problems that reflect the most common working
procedures in the daily business. The sequence of the individual tasks was chosen to
represent the typical sequence of tasks in daily business ordered by increasing difficulty.
After conducting the usability tests, the critical issues observed during the test have been
discussed with the participants. For this purpose, we also prepared a questionnaire (see
Table 5). Taking this into account, we provide recommendations for improvements summarized in Sect. 7.
In the following, we briefly summarize the individual tasks that had to be carried out.
5.3.1 Task 1
This task is designed to remember the concepts of ICF and ICD in order to establish
optimal prerequisites for the test. Participants were given the design of a patient sheet (see
Fig. 1). Based on this design, we asked the participants to describe the supposed functionalities behind the individual ICF- and ICD-related buttons.
Task-end criteria: The participants managed to correctly assign the terms disease pattern (‘‘Krankheitsbild’’ in German, Fig. 1), diagnosis (‘‘Diagnose’’ in German), ICFacquisition (‘‘ICF-Erfassung’’ in German, Fig. 1) and ICF Evaluation (‘‘ICF-Auswertung’’
in German, Fig. 1) to the corresponding app functionalities.
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Fig. 1 Patient sheet

5.3.2 Task 2
In the second task, we asked the test participants to associate a clinical disease pattern and an ICD
diagnoses to a patient. Although this task is not a typical working procedure for our test participants, it fosters the understanding of the relationship between ICD diagnoses and the clinical
disease pattern. The term clinical disease pattern was subject of briefing of the participants.
Task-end criteria: The relevant diagnosis as well as the clinical disease pattern has been
assigned to the patient.
5.3.3 Task 3
Documenting the health status with ICF. This task deals with the core of our application,
the recording of health-relevant data based on ICF codes. The participants were asked to
evaluate the code ‘‘d450 Gehen’’. For this purpose, we provided further information
(diagnostic findings of nursing staff etc.).
Task-end criteria: Detailed information regarding the values for evaluation has been
retrieved by the participants. The relevant code ‘‘d450 Gehen’’ has been evaluated with the
values 1, respectively, 2.
5.3.4 Task 4
Analyzing the health status based on ICF data. The final task considered the visualization
and analysis of the ICF recording. First, the participants were asked to retrieve those ICF
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codes that have improved in the recent past (Task 4.1). Second, we asked the participants
to retrieve details about the evolution of the ICF code ‘‘d450 Gehen’’ (Task 4.2).
Task-end criteria: This criteria consists of two parts. First, the participant had to correctly mention the code, which exhibits a positive trend in the course of the last three data
acquisition points. Second, the participants had to view the detailed diagram for the code
‘‘d450 Gehen’’ over a time period of 6 months.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we report on the results of the conducted usability tests. Before we start to
discuss the results for the different tasks, we summarize the results from the interviews that
we conducted prior to carrying out the usability tests.
6.1 Results from the interviews
6.1.1 Practice in healthcare documentation
The majority of the test participants considered the typical working procedures regarding
the documentation of the health state as tedious and intensive writing work. In outpatient
care and in therapy, the test participants use questionnaires and standardized scales (such as
the Braden-, Barthel- or Morse-Fall-scale). The standardized tools being used capture a
partial aspect of the health status of a patient. Additional information that is relevant to
characterize the health state is captured by using free text notes. Questionnaires are filled in
regularly although the period of filling out the questionnaires varies from patient to patient.
Besides of these questionnaires and the mentioned scales, the majority of documentation in
medical care is done using free (i.e., no templates are used) text notes.
6.1.2 Scope of activities for the different user groups
Therapists and nurses consider ICD diagnoses provided by medical doctors as a logical
starting point for their professional work. However, during the interview, the medical
doctors emphasized that the questionnaires from physiotherapists or nursing staff are in
general not used by them. Therefore, the important user groups for our app consist of
therapists and nurses.
6.1.3 ICF in practice
Our test participants did not use the ICF classification in practice. However, the ICF
classification scheme plays an important role in vocational training and education. This
particularly holds for the group of physiotherapists.
6.1.4 Mobile technologies in healthcare
At the time of conducting this study, mobile apps have not been used at the hospitals under
consideration. In one of the hospitals ward, rounds are carried out using a laptop computer
on a creeper.
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Table 6 Comparison of registered nurses/care assistants and physiotherapists
Task

Registered nurses
with assist. (%)

Physiotherapists
wo. assist. (%)

with assist. (%)

wo. assist. (%)

1

50

0

75

2

75

25

100

0
0

3

25

25

75

0

4.1

0

75

0

100

4.2

100

0

100

0

Table 7 Comparison of smartphone users and unexperienced users
Task

Smartphone users
with assist. (%)

Unexperienced users
wo. assist. (%)

with assist. (%)

wo. assist. (%)

1

75

0

0

0

2

100

0

67

33

3

20

60

0

0

4.1

0

100

0

67

4.2

100

0

67

33

6.2 Results from the usability tests
We start with a discussion from a quantitative point of view; however, the focus of our
experiments is on the qualitative evaluation. On average, six out of eight participants were
able to fulfill the given task. Table 6 outlines a comparison of the results between the major
user groups, physiotherapists, and nurses with and without assistance. Table 7 groups the
test participants, into smartphone users and those who have no experience with smartphones. This specific grouping is a result of the answers to the general questionnaire
outlined in Table 2.
Notably, in our experiments, physiotherapists achieved considerably better results than
nurses. The same observation holds for smartphone users, who consistently gained better
results than unexperienced users. However, one has to bear in mind that 100 % of the
physiotherapists use a smartphone, whereas only 50 % of the nurses claim to be experienced with smartphones. This relationship needs to be kept in mind in interpreting the
results from Tables 6 and 7.
Besides the quantitative results, we obtained qualitative feedback from Task 1 to Task
4. In the following, we discuss these results in detail.
6.2.1 Task 1
Only 50 % (physiotherapists 75 %) of the nursing staff was able to associate all three
functions with the corresponding working task. The reason for this is the term disease
pattern (in German: ‘‘Krankheitsbild’’). Some of our test users were not able to associate a
functionality of the app with this specific term. The term refers to a particular set of ICF
codes in the context of a medical diagnoses or a group of diagnoses. However, most of our
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test participants associated the term disease pattern with the term diagnosis. During the
preparation for the interviews, the majority of our test participants clearly stated that the
term disease pattern is not adequate. However, our test participants were not able to come
up with a proposal for designating the specific functionality. Most of the test participants
found that ICF diagnoses group (in German: ‘‘ICF Diagnosegruppen’’) is more suitable for
designating this kind of functionality.
6.2.2 Tasks 2
The UI designs for acquisition of diagnoses and ICF diagnoses groups are sketched in
Figs. 2 and 3. All test participants were able to complete this task successfully. At the very
beginning of the design process, the relationship between acquisition of ICD diagnoses and
ICF-coresets in everyday practice has been an open issue. Our interviews revealed that
nursing staff and physiotherapists partially carry out the documentation of a patient’s
health status by using medical diagnoses. However, in general, they do not fully rely on
this. Therefore, the acquisition of ICF-coresets together with medical diagnoses appears to
be suitable. The good results obtained from this task emphasize that the user interface
design is able to convey the relationship between ICD and ICF in an intuitive way.
6.2.3 Task 3
Figure 4 shows the dialog for acquisition of ICF documentation. The rather low success
rate for this task is rooted in the fact that around half of our test participants did not pay
attention to supplemental information regarding the ICF codes. Retrieving this supplemental information has been considered as being a part of the task-end criterion. Without
Fig. 2 Acquisition of ICD
diagnosis
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Fig. 3 Cross reference to
acquisition of ICF disease pattern

this criterion, the success rate of this task would have been 100 %. Figure 5 shows the UI
displaying the supplemental information for evaluating ICF codes. Each value is associated
with specific criteria that the patient has to fulfill. The supplemental information is
retrieved via the central buttons showing the relevant numbers. In summary, we were able
to identify four different reasons for disregarding this information:
1. Meaning of the values for ICF evaluation: Several of our test participants did not
recognize the meaning of the value displayed on the button. In Fig. 4, this value for the
code ‘‘d450, Gehen’’ is rendered as the green number 1 twice. Although we briefed the
participants about the five-valued scale for all ICF codes, the test participants could not
associate the value on the buttons with the value for the ICF codes.
2. Relationship between values and buttons: Several test participants did not recognize
the relationship between the buttons and the values being displayed. Although our test
participants understood that the red/yellow/green buttons denote decreasing/constant/
increasing health state compared with the previous evaluation, they did not recognize
that hitting one of these buttons has an effect on the value being displayed. We knew
this problem from a previous walk-through cycle, where we had positioned the value
on the left-hand side. As a consequence of the previous walk-through cycle, we
decided to position the value in the center. The majority of our test participants had
preference to position this button on the left-hand side.
3. Double meaning of colors: This task further revealed a weakness of our color concept.
Several test participants were unsure about the (double) meaning of our color concept.
On the one hand, we use the colors red, yellow, and green for the assessment buttons to
depict degradation of the health state, stable health state, and improvement of the state.
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Fig. 4 Dialog for acquisition of
the ICF evaluation

On the other hand, we associated colors to the ICF values. However, these colors do
not denote the evolvement of the health state but rather a static assessment. For
example, values 0 and 1 are displayed in green as these values indicate a small
limitation of the patient, whereas the values 3 and 4 are displayed in red
correspondingly indicating a severe limitation of the patient.
4. Discovering information regarding the ICF values: Our test participants had problems
to retrieve the supplemental information regarding the ICF values. Often the
information for the ICF codes itself or actions and goal planning (Fig. 4) have been
retrieved.
6.2.4 Task 4
This task deals with the assessments of ICF codes. Notably, the learning curve strongly
increased (see Tables 2, 3) when moving from Task 4.1 to Task 4.2. While none of our test
participants managed to solve Task 4.1 without assistance, 87.5 per cent of our test users
were able to perform Task 4.2. This indicates that our user interface enables simple
guidance of the user through the menu and our test users experienced some learning effect.
6.2.5 Task 4.1
Figure 6 shows the alternation of certain ICF codes over a certain period of time. In this
figure, the current ICF assessment is compared to an old assessment that was carried out
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Fig. 5 Supplemental
information for code ‘‘d450
Gehen’’

several months ago. Our test participants have not been able to correctly interpret this
alternation. The following issues have been discovered due to this test.
6.3 Information visualization
Our test users did not perceive that the values being displayed refer to a time period of 100
acquisitions in between. Intuitively, our test users assumed that the current assessment is
compared with the previous assessment. Our users did not pay attention to the information
that is indicating the longer time period for acquisition (‘‘100 Erfassungen’’). Further,
similar to Task 3, the double meaning of colors was mentioned as a problem.
6.4 User expectations
Another problem regarding this task is the menu outlined in Fig. 7. This menu offers options
to switch between various views for evaluation and allows the configuration of these views.
After the options are set, one hits the back button and returns to the previous view. Most
users looked for a button to acknowledge the options being set and only a minority used the
back button prior to searching for a button to acknowledge the new settings.
6.4.1 Task 4.2
As mentioned previously, the learning effect from Task 4.1 was vast. Almost no one of our
test users had problems in navigating through the menu. Figure 8 outlines the detailed view
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Fig. 6 List view on the ICF
trend

for the ICF code ‘‘d450 Gehen’’ which lots of our test participants managed to retrieve
without problems.

7 Discussion
In the following, we summarize the specific recommendations that follow from the
evaluation:
7.1 Recommendation Task 1
The term ‘‘Krankheitsbild’’ is not well known and not suitable to designate the specific
functionality. A unique term should be used, so that even staff with low knowledge of ICF
can associate the appropriate functionality with this term. This term should be used consistently in trainings and in the everyday working practice.
7.2 Recommendations Task 3
The recommendations resulting from this task can be split into four different aspects.
1. Meaning of the values for ICF evaluation: Basically, there are two ways to solve this
problem. One way is to conduct vocational training on the ICF. Once the users have a
clear understanding of the ICF classification scheme, associating the numbers on the
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Fig. 7 Menu for the ICF
evaluation

buttons with the values for the ICF code should not pose a severe problem. On the
other hand, we could hide the evaluation of an ICF code with a specific number and
instead of that introduce a color scheme so that the used color uniquely characterizes
the ICF evaluation.
2. Relationship between values and buttons: The value should again be placed to the left
of the button. Further, a short flashing of the value when hitting a button could be used
to emphasize the relationship between hitting a button and the change of the value.
3. Double meaning of colors: To solve this issue, set aside the coloring for the ICF
values. The colors green, yellow, and red should solely be used to indicate the
variation (degradation, stable state or improvement) of ICF values.
4. Discovering information regarding the ICF values: To remove this problem, use visual
means to emphasize that there is some relevant supplemental information regarding
the ICF values.
7.3 Recommendations Task 4
The recommendations resulting from this task can be split into two different aspects:
1. Information visualization: The time period over which the trend of the assessment
(degradation, constant state, and improvement) is taking place has to be emphasized. A
reduction of the amount of information displayed to the user will ease interpreting the
data. The colors red, yellow, and green should consistently and exclusively be used to
depict improvement, degradation, or a constant health status.
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Fig. 8 Details view for ICF code
‘‘d450 Gehen’’

2. User expectation: The easiest solution is to provide an acknowledge button as the
majority of the test participants expects this button. Notably, the same issue has been
raised in the walk-through cycle before conducting the experiment.

8 Related work
Nielsen and Landauer (1993) applied their ROI (Return on Investment) model to analyze
datasets from verbal protocol techniques and expert-based evaluations and showed that a
sample composed of a range of between three and five subjects with appropriate skills was
generally enough to assess an interaction with a Web interface and identify at least 80 % of
the interface problems. This result has been confirmed by several studies (Nielsen 1995,
2000, 2012; Virzi 1990, 1992) and is widely known as the five-user assumption (Nielsen
and Landauer 1993). Spool and Schroeder (2001) provided one of the first studies that
reflected on the five-user assumption, reporting on an experiment in which they found that
five users were far too few.
User-centered design integrates both, design and evaluation, by focusing on the interface needed to meet the specific needs of the users. Rather than being considered as an
ideal approach, user-centered design turned out to be a pragmatic or even necessary way
forward. This behavior was justified on the grounds that developers were focused on
controlling the costs of design, and where therefore looking on low-cost techniques instead
of what might be an ideal approach (Borsci et al. 2013). In particular, this raised the
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question about the cost of design in comparison with the overall lifecycle costs. Kurosu
(2007) proposed a ‘‘big usability approach,’’ in which the evaluation is fully integrated into
the product development cycle in the context of the user needs. Spool and Schroeder
(2001) provided one of the first studies that reflected on Nielsen’s (2000) five-user
assumption, reporting an experiment in which they found that five users were far too few.
They described an evaluation of four Web sites by 49 subjects and reported that to identify
85 % of the problems required considerably more than five subjects. Alshamari et al.
(2009) contrasted Nielson’s insights that five users would identify 80–85 % of the issues
with a study from Lindgaard and Chattrartichart that managed only to identify 35 % of the
usability problems. Borsci et al. (2013) argue that fifty post-2001 citations of Nielsen and
Landauer (1993) demonstrate a continued interest in the diverging views on the five-user
assumption.
Recent research (Harrison et al. 2013) clearly points out that the most prominent
usability models overlook important aspects of mobility such as cognitive load. Cognitive
load refers to the amount of processing required by the user to use the app. In traditional
usability studies, a common assumption is that the user is performing only a single task. In
our specific setting, the nurses and physiotherapists are entering health-related information
while paying attention to the patient, i.e., the users are performing a second task and thus
cannot pay full attention to the app. This aspect has not been addressed by our study;
however, for future research, it is important to consider both dimensions when assessing
the usability of mobile apps. For this reason, Harrison et al. (2013) present the PACMAD
(People At the Centre of Mobile Application Development) usability model, which is
designed to address the limitations of the prominent usability models when it comes to
software development for mobile devices.
Our approach follows the idea of integrating user-centered design as early as possible.
In this respect, paper prototypes turned out to be well suited as they can be used for
clarifying the requirements without any major investment in technology or/and development. Our experience shows that supporting the usability evaluation by interviews allows
one for discovering usability flaws in the design even with a couple of test participants per
user group. This corresponds with earlier experiences regarding the application of the
Thinking-Aloud method when conducted in an adequate manner (Holzinger 2005; Holzinger and Brown 2008; Holzinger and Slany 2006). This procedure allows us to test as
whether we had the final product, but has the advantage that we focus on usefulness and
usability at a very early point in the product life cycle.
Kangas and Kinnunen (2005) discuss the user-centered design process for mobile
applications pointing out the need to provide the real usage context. Like our research,
Kangas and Kinnunen (2005) provide real-world case studies but rather address the consumer market than professional business applications. Although the authors point out the
need for cheap methods to make quick UI prototypes, they do not address the economic
benefits from early integration of UI tests within a resource-constrained setting (e.g.,
limited number of participants per user group).
When designing a mobile software in the medical domain, no feature should be added to
the software only because it is easy or cheap to implement. Well-defined practices for
development of useful and usable apps are of uttermost importance as employees in
healthcare have a high exposure to occupational stress, and therefore, these quality attributes of mobile apps become crucial for acceptance among the staff.
Besides usefulness and usability, the quality of apps depends on a lengthy list of nonfunctional quality attributes. Among those attributes that are most relevant to mobile
applications are platform openness, means of accessing hardware, integration of third-party
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apps, reliability and offline functionality, multithreading, mobile device management, and
security and privacy. Many of these issues have been addressed for Web applications and
that knowledge provides an excellent starting point for studying quality of mobile applications. In our specific case, understanding the implications of Web service architecture
and the impact on the desired quality attributes turned out to be crucial. The REST-based
service architecture fulfills the requirements for our business application with respect to
integrity of the recorded data. However, in general, it is an open issue, whether new
techniques are needed for assuring data integrity, or whether the synchronization techniques from traditional client–server computing are sufficient in the near future. Wasserman (2010) also points out the need for further research in this direction and—besides of
user experience—proposes to incorporate research on non-functional quality attributes into
the research agenda for mobile software engineering.
Users are willing to tolerate quite much when it comes to quality of mobile apps as long
as the apps are useful.1 In our context, being useful means that the usage of ICF and ICD
classification scheme has to provide assistance during every day work.
Bender (2010) points out that numerous health organizations experience problems when
applying the ICF classification in practice. According to Bender (2010), the reason for this
is the lack of guidelines for practical application of the complex ICF classification scheme.
Further information regarding ICF, the available software products and the efforts to make
these products available on mobile devices can be found in Peischl et al. (2013).

9 Conclusion
Numerous studies in the past have reported the benefits of a strong commitment to usability
in the software development life cycle. The observable benefits of user-centered software
engineering in particular hold for mobile apps. In this article, we report on the fine art of
user-centered software development in the field of mobile medical apps. Our collaboration
partner—an Austrian SME—provides integrated solutions for hospitals and nursing homes
including mobile apps. Medical apps turn out to be very demanding with respect to a
couple of quality attributes.
First, the platform being addressed influences non-functional key quality attributes. On
the example of our medical app, we revisit the process of selecting the adequate platform
taking into account issues such as the openness of the platform, ease of hardware access,
integration capabilities with respect to third-party apps, offline availability, multithreading,
mobile device management, and the crucial issue of security and privacy in the medical
domain.
Second, this article contributes to the advancement of user-centered design in the field
of mobile app development. In practice, high costs and stringent time planning prevent the
use of usability engineering techniques. In order to address user-centered design in spite of
limited resources, we propose to integrate usability evaluation in a very early stage of the
mobile software life cycle. In this context, we outline how we took into account the
usefulness (using the ICF and ICD classification scheme) and the usability of the mobile
medical app. This article provides qualitative and quantitative insights on the experimental
1

Personal communication at the Workshop@BritishHCI ’13, Brunel University, London, September 9,
2013. There are two observations motivating this behavior of users. First, as the consumer market provides
apps for free, users are willing to tolerate faults in apps. Second, continuous deployment via internet allows
for fast removal of bugs, once they have been identified and reported.
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evaluation. In detail, we report on the detected usability flaws in a very early state of the
development cycle. The related work surveys the various points of view regarding the
minimal number of participants for meaningful usability testing and refers to similar
studies.
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